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Saturday, 11 :30-12:45 pm

A Closed Session for Parents of Transgender Youth

T his panel is made up of parents of transgender youth. This session will be for
parents and loved ones of trans youth to ask questions and receive support from
a panel of parents who have been and are currently navigating transition and
raising a transgender child. Gender awesome folx are always welcome (some of our
- pare�ts are gender expansive too) but please be advised that some cis parents new
to this process may ask questions that could be triggering for trans folx. Please
consider capacity to hold that space compassionately when deciding t o attend.

Film: Kuma Hina: The True Meaning of Aloha
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Kuma Hina is a powerful film about the struggle to maintain Pacific Islander
cultures and values within the westernized society of modern day Hawai'i. It is

told through the lens of an extraordinary Native Hawai'ian who is both a proud and
:--, confident mahu (transgender woman) and an honored and respected kumu (teacher)
cultural practitioner, and community leader. This documentary features
Hinaleimoana Wong-Kalu, our keynote speaker for Saturday. This film is also
available on Amazon if you would like to watch before/after the conference.
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Interrogating Whiteness and Masculinity in Trans and Nonbinary
Spaces

This panel presentation focuses on critical discussions about white masculinity
in Trans/NB spaces. We explore questions about the ways in which white
masculinity may impact power dynamics within Trans/NB spaces, and create
uneven feelings of inclusion, value and belonging. We aim to discuss the ways in
which learning to recognize and understand these complex dynamics of power,
privilege, and marginalization can also lead to b,eing able to create more inclusive
and equitable Trans/NB spaces and groups. We explore practical tools and steps
that white, trans masculine folx can take in order to promote more diversity in
representation and inclusion within Trans/NB communities. This panel is
formatted as a Q&A with discussion and includes opportunity for audience members
to participate and interact.

Transgender Voice: Prov/ding

By Kathe Perez
Room 230

•
a Needed Service in a Socially Consc,ous
way

.
Our understanding of the medical, sociological, psychological and
communicatio
•
n processes for transgender
and gender nonconforming people is in its nascency • One O f th'mgs we
do know for gender-b'inary t rans
people, is that their voices are a key element in their sense of cong r
.
both their in�er gend�r identity
and outer gender expression. Kathe Perez has assembled in team 0����
8���
. er students 1n market1ng,
journalism, speech therapy, and neuroscience to develop a manner of d I
_
' ing an impo rtant service
(changing the voice) in a socially conscious manner. Note new time and �:i
�-

Sunday, 10-11 :15 am
300

Being with Gender Dysphoria through Mindful Presence

Ray Lewey ' Too often we as trans• individuals reject aspects of ourselves and our bodies,
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or we receive messages by the dominant cis narrative that our bodies and our
of. But what_ if
experiences are something that should be rejected and ashamed
_
we were to stop disowning those aspects of ourselves? What 1f we could begin to
bring presence to our bodies, no matter how painful or uncomfortable a place they
may be?
Mindfulness is the practice of turning our awareness toward present-moment
experience with an attitude of warmth, acceptance, and non-judgement. T hrough
basic mindfulness meditation practices, we will explore ways of "Coming In": into
ouselves, our bodies, and our direct experience.
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Beyond Equality and Inclusion: Reimagining Our Vision for
Social
Change
�
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The imagined destination for social justice in U.S. society is often termed as
"equality" and "inclusion" but what are the power dynamics inherent in this model?
- Such models are based on assimilation into a dysfunctional mainstream, which
requires marginalized peoples to become more like privileged folks and doesn't
require privileged folks to change at all. T heir role is "helping" marginalized folks
� become more like them, which will only bolster their dominance in society and
�
perpetually create new outsider groups. I instead call for a decentering framework
to prioritize marginalized voices/well-being and point to the need for change within
privileged communities - for their own happiness, in addition to a more just society.

My Masculinity Matters: Navigating Masculinity Under the
Trans Umbrella
Masculinity has been a concept shaped in patriarchal Eurocentric colonial ideology
and visibility. Masculinity, as it relates to skin tone and cultural identity, is a
concept that has been plagued with misogyny, toxicity and violence as a descriptor
of the racialized male experience. Trans and Nonbinary masculinity is the mirroring
of these nuances. How can a Trans/Nonbinary masucline presenting person learn
how to be a "mxm/man"? How does my cultural identity show up in my masculinity?
Redefining this key identity is the first step in changing the culture. Understanding
the role that masculinity plays and being proud of your cultural identity within this
construct will give masculine presenting people the opportunity to TRANSform
the narrative.

Free HIV Testing all day into 5pm
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Sunday, 3:30-4:45pm
Guide to Being a Trans Ally
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Kimberly ' It is all about the journey. In this workshop hosted by PFLAG Boulder County
participants will learn basic LGBTQ terminology including sex, gender, sexual
Jackson

and PFLAG

Boulder
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orientation, gender identity and gender expression. You will learn what it means to be
a trans• ally, how to work through barriers of feeling awkward and the fear of
making mistakes. You will come away with at least five positive ways to be a trans ally
and will feel confident to go further on your ally journey. This workshop will include
handouts and brochures.

Critiquing and Unlearning Whiteness

This session is for white identified folks only. It will teach how racism/white privilege
work as a system through various forms of oppression and structures and build our
/ Remgel
individual capacities to create change. This session will give light and tools to those
..
� who are wanting to join the fight for radical racial justice, whether that be putting your
Briannah
body on the line and advocating, or dismantling the systems that continuously
put
down marginalized communities.
Hill
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300 - Queer and Trans Storytime 2

Join us for a queer-focused storytime, craft, and community building. We will read
.
.
Arm Monar !y � picture books that celebrate queer and trans families written by queer, trans, and
Qum � two spirit people, and lead a fun craft project. This program is intended to create
Livingston
space centered on younger conference participants and provide a break from
z Ziemann
heavier topics. The books are aimed at 4-8 year olds but have been historically
enjoyed by queers and queer spawn of all ages. This program is intended to be
� inclusive of all ages and ability levels, and all materials will be provided.
*This session will be offered twice, with different books and crafts each time ..
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Queering lmprov
What does it mean to perform? Trans people have to navigate different presentations
of their identities on a daily basis, and improv is a unique space where individuals
explore personality through physicality. In this session , Late Notice /mprov,
CU Boulder's only improv team of all women and nonbinary performers, will guide
attendees through the basics of improv comedy with interactive activities and
exercises. The session will also relate how improv can be an empowering and fun
practice for trans people. lmprov offers trans people a space to exercise freedom
in how they embody themselves and their gender expression. Improve also allows
performers to experiment with differeent identities and fosters confidence in social
settings off-stage.
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Sunday, 3:30-4:45pm
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Oak and Maria '
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Join us for 75 minutes of intentional reflection on embodying anti-colonial
communiction and queer4queer and trans4trans survival skills. In this workshop,
you will receive a copy of the zine "Shed What D
oesn't Serve You: An AntiColonial T4T Homemade Workbook." In our time together, facilitators will use
this workbook as a tool to teach DBT (Dialectical Behavorial Therapy) as it
applies to emotional survival skills, unlearning white supremacy, safety planning,
boundary setting, building consent skills, and morel Participants can take this
workbook home to continue self-reflection and share with others.

Finding Strength from Struggle
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Shed What Doesn't Serve You: An Anti-Colonial Workshop
for Emotional Evolution

When having a life-shifting experience, often the fear is that we will never find
� happiness again. Gender transition can be a whirlwind of emotional experiences for
the person transitioning, as well as for their friends and family members. Come to a
better understanding of your personal experiences by giving space and acceptance
to the feelings of loss that accompany any significant life change. Gain concrete
- understandings of the source of our reactions and ways to gain emotional growth
and resilience through difficulties, rather than getting lost in the trauma and fear.
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Free HIV Testing all day until 5pm

